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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a new Superviso-
ry Control. System (SCS) which adopts a
dynamic polling structure. The need for a
thinking unit at the line head for managing
a SCS is unavoidable. The thinking unit
(pP) moreover, allows a communication net-
work to be built up which uses the line
without voltage, with a variable number of
transmitter-receiver stations attached to
the equipped centres.

Configuration of the Distribution Net
work is discussed, the aims that the SCS
must fulfil, the system functions and a
digital data transmission system descript-
ion.

INTRODUCTION

The electrical energy distribution
networks need remote control systems that
are centralised and integrated as far as
the functions they cam develop are concer-
ned. The need for a thinking unit at the
line head for managing a Supervisory Con-
trol System is unavoidable. The thinking
unit (microprocessor) moreover, allows a
communication network to be built up which
uses the line without voltage with a
variable number of transmitter-receiver
stations attached to the equipped centres,
as discussed in this paper.

This paper considers a strategy and
the execution of a Supervisory Control
System which adopts a dynamic polling
structure and which is believed to be more
attractive and economical than that adopted
by rigid network structures. Cl)

The following paragraphs discuss the
configuration of the Distribution Network,
the aims that the Supervisory Control
System must fulfil, the system functions
and a transmission system description.

CONFIGURATION OF THE NETWORK

The Supervisory Control System
considered in this paper takes into account

a distribution network configuration in
which there is an operating voltage net-
work configuration in which there is an
operating voltage of 25 kV outside the
primary station or sub-station walls. The
Network is meshed (except in some isolated
cases of totally rural areas where opera-
tion, both on overhead and underground
lines, is radial. (2)

Figure 1 shows elements which usually
make up the type of Network into which the
Supervisory System is introduced. Also
worth mentioning are the T-R blocks which
will allow the exchange of information
between the line head and the equipped
Centres under the management of a micro-
processor.

AIMS

The main aims of the Supervisory Con-
trol System are:

- Fault location. It is understood that
a fault has been located when the
equipped Centres closest to it are
known.

- Fault isolation. It is understood that
a fault has been isolated when the
open-close subsystems have been activa
ted in such a way that they prevent the
fault lies.

- Renewal of service. This is understood
to mean the actions to be taken by
means of the open-close elements with
a view to establishing service on the
Network, except on the section affected
by the fault.

- Centralised recording of all actions
on the Network.

- Open-ended, that is, that the system
allows variations in the Network with-
out the need for modifying its own
structure.

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS

Under normal working conditions of the
distribution network, the supervisory
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Figure 1

system is disconnected and only part of it
remains alert.

The moment a fault occurs (once it is
verified that the network is lacking the
25 kilovolt voltage) each of the T-R blocks
in the equipped centres will automatically
connect up to the network (to the secondary
of the medium/low voltage transformer in
the case of the remote stations, and to the
medium voltage line through a current trans
former in the case of a line head station).

Following the connection of the super-.
visory system, all the remote stations wait
for information from the line head station.

A flowchart representing the informa-
tion exchange process between the line head
station and the T-R stations of the equip-
ped centres is shown in figure 2
and described below. It consists of three
steps.

First Step
The line head station queries the remo-

te stations dependent on it, sequentially.
The order of interrogation is established
by means of the microprocessor program and
is conditioned by the network structure.
The aim in this first step is to determine
whether the remote station consulted "has
seen"' or "has not seen'' a fault current.
The structure of the program written into
the microprocessor will be such that it
allows location of the section of line in

Figure 2

which the fault has occurred (located
between two equipped centres) when a nega-
tive reply is obtained following a series
of affirmative ones, thereby achieving the
aim of fault location described in the
previous section.

Second_Step
The line head station converses only

with the equipped centres that are adjacent
to the section of line in which the fault
has occurred and with the nearest centre
equipped with an under load circuit opening
/closing element.
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in this second step the transmission
of the opening/closing orders of the isola
ting switches in the aforementioned centres
must be checked, since these orders will
enable the fault isolation and renewal of
service aims to be fulfilled once the
third step has been executed.

In order to avoid any misoperation the
remote stations queried in this second
step transmit an ACK (acknowledgement)
signal to the line head station which thus
knows that the microprocessor's orders have
been correctly received. In the event of
error, the microprocessor would not initia
te the third step until it had received
the positive ACK from the T-R blocks of
the stations mentioned in this second
step.

Third Step
The microprocessor backing onto the

T-R Block of the line head station sequen-
tially orders the execution of the orders
written in the previous step (second step).
In this step the stations return the ACK
to the line head station and the supervi-
sory system can hold up the process indefi
nitely should any anomalies in the transm'is
sion/reception of the information be detec-
ted. The opening and closing of the isola-
ting switches will occur when a period of
tine marked by a timer has elapsed, so
that all the T-R blocks o.f the equipped
centres are disconnected from the line
before the renewal of service takes place.

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Figure 3 shows the line head T-R block
diagram. The interface of the microproces-
sor with the peripheral works asynchronous
ly, transferring the information in two
stages.
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that:

- the first 30 bits are used to inform
the receiver on the level of the
signal it is receiving,

- the next 6 bits are used for the syn-
chronisation of the receiving clock,

- the following 6 bits determine the
station to which the information is
directed,

- the next 6 bits identify the station
from which the information is coming
(64 remote stations are possible),

- the following 3 bits are used for co-

ding what is called INFORMATION (fault
current "seen" or "not seen" in the
first step; opening/closing of the iso
lating switches in the second step andi
ACK, exclusively, in the third step),

- the following 2 bits are used to detect
transmission errors by means of parity
control which, together with the ACK-
sending process, makes up the protec-
tion system against transmission er-
rors,

- the last 3 bits are used to take the
information from the step that is
being executed, as shown on the Flow-
chart.

The electrical signal corresponding to
the binary train which is produced at the
output of the multiplexor modulates a car-
rier wave of 22$ Hz generated in the clock
unit and in synchronisation with the bit
clock (transmission), in order that the
passages through zero of the carrier coin-
cide with possible binary transitions and
avoid any switchover transients that may
damage the amplifier. The ASK signal is
applied to the line equipment whose basic
element is a linear amplifier (class B)
that gives the signal the appropriate le-
vel for it to be transmitted through the
power cable.

On the Receiving Mode the line equip-
ment switches the input/output terminal of
the power cable to the receiver (Half-du-
plex mode) . The receiver has an appropria-
te band for receiving the signal and for
rejecting the interferences caused by
harmonics of the network frequency (50 Hz)
corresponding to power signals that are
transmitted by cables located near the ca-
ble under consideration. The receiver also
has an Automatic Gain Control, the purpose
of which is to deliver at the output a cons
taint-level signal (independent of the dis-
tance between stations).

On the receiving mode the Modem con-
sists of an envelope demodulator and a

sampling type detector subsystem that deci-
des bit by bit at the moments indicated by
the receiving clock, previously synchroni-
sed with the ingoing binary train by means
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of the Bits destined for this purpose (syn
chronisation bits).

The Demultiplexor consists of a Shift
Register that loads up with the recovered
binary train and a comparator that
carries out a bit by bit search of the
screen synchronising code. When this code
is found it means that the position occu-
pied by the bits in the Shift Register is
the right one for carrying out the demulti
plexing which implies the unloading of the
Shift Register into a Buffer that will
store the information.

1)R. Minondo Fominaya, "A power distribu
i-on supervisory control description",-
(in Spanish) , UNESA meeting, Madrid,
July 1979.

(2) J. Delgado-Penin, J. Serrat Ferndndez,
R. Minondo Fominaya, "A systems ap-
proach on power distribution superviso-
ry control", IEEE Canadian Communica-
tions and energy Conference, 1982, pp.
103.

The Interface transfers, sequentially,
the information stored in the above-mentio
ned Buffer to the microprocessor, under
the control of the reading subroutine.

The microprocessor carries out the fol-
lowing tasks in the order in which they are
given:

- determines whether the station of
destination code is that of the sta-
tion under consideration,

- determines whether the parity bits are
correct,

- acknowledges the ACK of the station
from which the information has come,

- stores the information with the purpose
of managing the communication network.

Figure 5 shows the block diagram of a
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fundamentally exercises the same functions
as the microprocessor (with wired logic)
and, moreover, supplies the output drivers
with the three remote control signals and
the input driver with the remote-signalling
signal.
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Figure 4
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